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A major issue in education concerns the reluctance of many 
i i i 
highly able girls to pursue advanced eathe•atics courses and •ath 
related careers. Research has tended to emphasize sex differences 
in ability or differences in the amount of encouragement received 
from parents and tducators which aay result in discouraging girls 
fro• aathematics. The present study fallows fro• research 
demonstrating that differences in •otivational patterns aay lead to 
differences in achieveaent behaviors (eg. Dweck, 1984), It was 
hypothesized that perceptions about one's awn intelligence may be 
more influential than actual ability, and that these perceptions 
will be reflected in the interest expressed in taking advanced math 
courses, considered by aost students to be highly indicative of 
intelligence. 
Qutstiannaires were administered to 148 tenth-grade students in 
order to examine their beliefs about the controllability and 
stability of their intelligence; esti1ates of their past, current 
and future intelligence in aath and English; ca•fort with 
evaluation; and their interest in pursuing advanced 1ath courses in 
the future. The data were analyzed by sex and by acade1ic track. 
The advanced-track students were then divided by sex and by 
perceived future intelligence in aath <eg. expectation that their 
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intelligence would increase, reaain the same, or decrease over 
time), Differing patterns of responses were found to be associated 
with these expectations, including differences in the students' 
interest in pursuing advanced aath. The perception of increasing 
ability appears adaptive for both sexes, as is the stable-ability 
profile for the boys, and these students are very interested in 
taking advanced aath. The decreasing-ability profile is maladaptive 
for both sexes, as is the stable-ability profile for the girls. 
These students express more disco•fort with evaluation and plan to 
take little lath. Support was found for the two-di•ensional 
control/variability conception of intelligence, and ratings on 
these dimensions varied in consistent patterns across groups. 
Implications for educational policy and future research are 
discussed. 
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Introduction 
A major issue in education continues to be the relative 
reluctance of girls to pursue advanced mathematics courses and 
eath-related careers, Many efforts have been eade to determine the 
factors influencing these decisions and to devise effective 
solutions to this proble• leg. Becker, 1982; Brush, 1980: Fox, 
1974; Levine, 1976; Stallings, 19791, Disconcertingly, it is aeong 
the •ost abl1 students that the differences between boys and girls, 
in their willingness to continue with eath, eay be the greatest and 
•ay carry the east significant effects for both the individuals and 
society. The discrepancy in eath background serves to screen eany 
fe•ale students out of a wide range of college eajors and future 
career options, as well as li•iting possibilities for job change or 
reentry to the work force in later years <Brush, 1980; Matyas, 
19851. This, in turn, eay result in science, research and 
technological fields not receiving the best talent available. 
It is also at this level of high-ability, high-achieving 
students that motivational patterns have been shown to differ 
dramatically between boys and girls, with the result that girls eay 
be more likely to acquire achievement beliefs which lead the• to 
take fewer acade•ic risks <Licht & Shapiro, 1982; Licht ~ Dweck, 
1983), Several researchers have noted that it is not necessarily 
one's actual ability, but motivational variables such as one's 
btlitfs about ability, that ••Y have the •ost influence on 
achievement behavior <Covington, 1984; Dweck & Elliott, 1983; 
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Parson•, 1982; Phillips, 19841. This suggests, then, that there may 
be patterns of beliefs which underlie •ore observable phenomena 
tuch 11 math anxiety and e1th avoidance (see Hill, 1986). 
Despite the repeated finding that girls obtain higher grades 
throughout school, they take fewer math classes, are less likely to 
pursue lith-related careers than are boys, and their plans to do so 
may differ as early 11 seventh grade !Maccoby,1966; Maccoby • 
Jacklin, 1974; Sells, 1974, in Brush, 1980; Stallings, 19791. 
Enthusias• for •ath decraases with age ••eng both boys and girls, 
though girls are eore likely to find it difficult and anxiety-
provoking, regardless of actual abilities !Brush, 1980; Stallings, 
19791. Math is seen by •est students as a difficult task, where 
extreme failure is possible, and one which is indicative of 
intelligence <Hill, 19861. Therefore, students who doubt their 
abilities eay be unwilling to risk exposing their li•itations by 
continuing with this challenging subject. 
In their review of the literature on sex differences, Maccoby 
and Jacklin <19741 found that female students are, in general, more 
anxious about school than are males, regardless of actual 
performance (cf. Sarason & Ninkle, 19661. Hill and his colleagues 
<Hill, 1972; Hill • Wigfield, 1984; Plass & Hill, 19861 have noted 
that anxious students are more sensitive to and preoccupied with 
possible failure, more reactive to evaluation from adults, and less 
able to demonttrata thtir knowledge in performance situations. 
Anxious studtnts avoid math, express negative attitudes toward 
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•ath, and dttcnstratt a lack of confidence in their abilities 
<Brush, 19801. 
"acccby and Jacklin 119741 alto noted that feeale students 
exprtss less ccnfidenct in their ability to succeed with 
challenging or novel tasks, and that they underesti•ate their 
potential success. Stipek and Hcfftan 119801, en the ether hand, 
found that as a group, fe•ales do net express lower expectations 
for success than beys. Within groups, however, high-achieving girls 
set lower expectations than do averag•- or lc•- achieving girls. 
This is net true fer beys, Mith the highest-achieving boys setting 
the highest expectations for success. It is also the brightest 
girls, as opposed to the least intelligent boys, who are tost 
debilitated by confusing classroc• •aterial <Licht • Dweck, 1984!, 
which may be perceived as characteristic of eath. 
Dweck and her colleagues leg. Bandura • Dweck, 1981; in press; 
Dweck, 1984; Dweck • Elliott, 1983; Elliott • Dweck, in press; 
Leggett, 19851 have worked to identify the ways in which children 
view their own intelligence, in order to account for differences in 
achievetent behavior. They have found that children tend to see 
their intelligence in one of two •ays: either as a stable entity 
which does not change across ti•t, or as a set of skills which can 
be transformed over time, resulting in an incremental increase in 
intalligence. Furthermore, it appears that when placed in an 
achievement setting, the children who are the entity theorists tend 
to adopt what can bt referred to at a •perforaance goal', and task 
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performances 1ay focus on being successful in order to demonstrate 
ability and receive a positive evaluation fro• others. Conversely, 
increMental theorists see• to adopt "learning goals", where the 
focus is on developing or !•proving skills regardless of i11ediata 
success or failure. Children with low confidence appear to do well 
if they hold learning goals, however, their progress is seriously 
impaired when they hold perfor1ance goals, as entity theorists are 
likely to do <Bandura • Dweck, 1981; Dweck, 19841. 
4 
Leggett (19851 found in her study of eighth grade students 
that while only about 20X of the boys held an entity (fixed 
intelligence) theory, nearly half of the girls were entity 
theorists. She then looked at the students' selection of learning 
or perforaance tasks and found no significant sex differences. 
However, when she looked at the interaction of theory and goal 
(taskl by sex, a strong pattern emerged within the entity theorists 
who chose performance goals. All of the aales in this category 
chose tasks which were presented as baing difficult and none chose 
the task described as easy. Of the •entity/performance goal" 
fe•ales, though, over ninety percent chose the easy task. 
In relation to this unwillingness of the feaale entity 
theorists to pursue challenging tasks, it is interesting to note 
the differences in response to failurt between girls and boys. 
While boys tend to attribute their failures to bad luck (Nicholls, 
19751 or lack of effort (Parsons, Meece, Adler & Kaczala, 19821 and 
intrease their persistence on a task <Dweck & Gilliard, 19751, 
girls art mort likely to attribute their failures to a lack of 
ability !Nicholls, 197~; Parsons, et al., 1982) and thus decrease 
their persistence <Dweck • Gilliard, 197~). Again, these group 
differences 1ay be reflecting the larger nu•ber of females holding 
'entity• conceptions of their abilities, and may explain the 
fe1ales' unwillingness to risk failure, if it means that it is 
attributablt to personal deficits in ability. 
When the results of these studies are exa1ined together, a 
cohesive explanation becomes apparent, which would account for 
bright girls' unwillingness to pursue advanced math and math-
related careers. It suggests a subgroup of high-achieving females 
holding 'entity• views of their intellectual abilities, which will 
lead them to approach acade•ic material with the goal of 
documenting their ability and avoiding failure or negative 
evaluations, rather than learning from mistakes. These girls will 
express less confidence in their abilities and be more sensitive to 
potential failure (which could be attributed to a personal lack of 
ability) and will underestimate their potential success more than 
other high-ability students, especially boys. This combination of 
entity views and low confidence will lead these girls to experience 
more anxiety and to avoid difficult tasks such as math -which is 
thought to be indicative of true intelligence and which has the 
potential to be a failure situation. 
It is, then, hypothesized that girls may be less likely to 
enroll in advanced mathematics not only because of differences in 
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spatial ability Ceg. Fennn& 1 1975; Fennema I< Sherman, 19771, or 
perceived parent or teacher support for aath <eg. Astin 1 1974; 
Fennema I< Sherean, 1977) 1 or lack ~f appropriate role models 
CBrush 1 19801 1 but because they have developed an attributional 
styli which is effecting and maintaining their avoidance of math 
and other si•ilar subjects. <See Dweck, Davidson, Nelson I< Enna, 
1978 1 for a discussion of cultural antecedents.) Sirls who are low-
confidenct entity theorists •ay be at highest risk for avoiding 
math and •ath-related classes, which can have far-reaching effects 
on careers and lifestyles, and this group •ay include •any of the 
brightest, •ost high-achieving girls. 
Clinical and research findings (eg, Yussen L Kane, 19851 
have also Indicated that there are students who perceive their 
intelligenca as something which does not necessarily increase or 
stay the same, but which •ay actually decrease. This view can be 
accounted far by recanceptualizlng Dweck's theories of intelligence 
along twa dimensions: 11 the amount of control one perceives that 
they have over their intelligence, and 21 the a•aunt of stability 
or instability seen in one's intelligence over time. 
Within this framework, then, the incremental theorist can be 
seen as one who believes intelligence to be unstable, yet highly 
controllable. Tht entity theorist, on the other hand, might be 
described as one who perceives little control aver abilities, yet 
views them as essentially stable. Decreasing abilities could be 
similarly accounted for if intelligence were seen as both unstable 
and uncontrollable. 
This study was designed to 155ess eale and fe•alt high school 
students at the point where they are deciding whether or not to 
pursue a difficult task, le. enroll in elective advanced 
mathematics classes. In addition to measuring their interest in 
advanced eath, inforeatlon was collected as to their theories of 
Intelligence along the control/stability di•ensions, their 
estimates of future success in eath and English, and their comfort 
or anxitty with evaluation. 
1 
It was predicted that both boys and girls with incretental 
theories will feel eore comfortable with school, express confidence 
about future success, and will be tost likely to show an interest 
in taking •ath in the future. Entity theorists eay be expected to 
differ by sex. The girls will be tore avoidant of possible failure 
and less likely to take math than the entity boys, who will go for 
the "difficult task", Finally, the students of either sex who 
believe that their abilities will decrease in the future will be 
the most anxious, the least confident of success, the most fearful 
of possible failure and thus the least likely to risk failure by 
taking 1orw math. 
a 
Method 
SubJects 
Thl participants consisted of 148 students fro• the tenth 
grade class in a rural Illinois high school. The co••unity is close 
to a large university to~n and includes both far1ing and university 
families, as well as thost in service-oriented occupations. 
Seventy-flvt of the subjects ~ere felale, seventy-three •ale, and 
9~1 of the• were enrolled In either the standard or the advanced 
currtculu1. Twenty students were not tested due to absence fro• 
school on the testing dates. The seven special-education students 
were later dropped fro• the sa•ple. 
Measures 
Eight •easures were used to collect six types of inforeation 
from each student! theories about intelligence, perceived 
intelligence in aath and English, current class schedule, intent to 
take math in the future, co•fort with test-taking and evaluation, 
and task or goal preference. 
(See appendix for all •easures.l 
Theories about intelligence <measures 2 ~ 3>. It appeared fros 
the examination of measures previously used to determine theories 
of intelligence that two dimensions of perceived intelligence- its 
controllability and variability - may have been somewhat 
confounded. For example, it was unclear whether entity theorists 
were agreeing that their intelligence could not change at all, or 
whether they felt th&t they could not personally direct a change. 
In addition, while the incremental position implied instability of 
intelligence with ptrsonal control over change, it did not address 
the possibilitits that intelligence •lght be both unstable and 
uncontrollable or that intelligence •lght be as likely to decrease 
as to incrtase. In order to test this two-dilensional hypothesis, 
and to classify students as entity or lncrtmental theorists, the 
students' thtories of Intelligence were 1easured along these two 
separate dimensions: controllability - uncontrollabllity and 
stability - instability. 
a.l Controllability of Intelligence (Ieasure 21. The control 
measure consists of seven pairs of forced-choice ite•s, each of 
which places an entity-theory state•ent against an incre•ental-
theory state•ent. The format for the Ieasure was borrowed fro• a 
si1ilar 1easure developed by Leggett and Dweck (unpublished! and 
was modified to Isolate the dl1ension of personal control of 
Intelligence. 
The seven •entity• statements suggest that one's intelligence 
cannot be controlled through effort or intention. The seven 
"Incremental" statements endorse the view that there are things one 
can do to become more intelligent. The iteas rando•ly alternate so 
that the "entity• tor no-control! statement appears first in four 
of the pairs and the Incremental (control! statement appears first 
in the other three pairs. 
Students were instructed to select the ite• fro• each pair 
10 
with which they were in strongest agree1ent. Items were scored by 
assigning one point for aach control state•ent, with a high score 
<O•Iow, 7•highl indicating a strong belief in personal control over 
one's intelligence. 
b,) Variability of Intelligence <•easure 31. The second theory 
questionnaire was designed to assess the students' beliefs 
regarding the stability or instability of their intelligence. 
Subjects were given a list of seventeen single-item statements 
about intalligence. Five of the state1ents indicated that 
intelligence can increase, six items stated that one's intelligence 
is fixed and does not change, and six ite•s suggested that one's 
intelligence aight actually decrease. The three types of statements 
were interspersed in 1 rando• order. 
Each statement was followed by a Likert-type scale ranging 
from 1 <strongly disagree! to 4 <strongly agree!. Three variability 
subscores were dater•ined for this Ieasure: belief in increasing, 
stable and decreasing intelligence. Each subscore reflected the 
total for the corresponding items. 
Perceived level of intelligence across grades (measures B and 
Cl. As an additional means of assessing the subjects' perceived 
stabilityfinstability of their intelligence, and perhaps in a way 
~hich is less abstract and aore a reflection of the subjects' true 
beliefs, two simila~ measures were ad•inistered - one for 
intelligence in math and the other for intelligence in English. 
Previous research has shown that while enthusiasm for math 
11 
decrt&ses with age, Interest in English and huaanities courses 
increases <Brush, 19801, Nould perceived intelligence in these two 
contrasting areas revtal difftrtnces which aight help to explain 
the Attractiveness of these two subject areas over tiae? 
Subjects were instructed to rate theaselves in intelligence, 
on a scale of 0 <lowl to 10 <highl, to indicate how intelligent 
they think thty wtre in aath/English in grades 3,6,7 and 9. They 
were also 11ked to &ssess their intelligence in these subjects 
during the current year (gr&de 101. It was eaphuized that these 
ratings were of intelligence, not actual grades earned. 
Additionally, the students were &sked to indicate how intelligent 
they thought they would be if they were to take aath/English in the 
following school year. This projective aeasure can be seen as an 
indicator of self-confidence in their abilities as they anticipate 
their success with future difficult aaterial. 
Actual course schedule <measure Dl. It was anticipated that 
students• ptrceptions of their abilities would be reflected in, and 
predictive of, the courses which they were taking, particularly in 
tht number of math and science credits lie. challenging and 
evaluative courses) selected. 
Subjects were asked to list the courses they had taken during 
tht current <sophoaorel year, and to list the courses they intended 
to takt during the following year. The students had already 
completed junior year registration, A number of students indicated 
that they ware unsure of their accuracy, and complete schedules 
12 
were later obtained fro• school records, 
Ideal course schedule <•easure Al. Due to the number of 
restrictions involved with graduation requirements, prerequisite 
courses and other lialtations which might influence the students' 
actual course preferences, the Ideal Course Schedule was designed 
to •ore strongly detect the students' interests in various acadeMic 
araat. 
Subjects were asked to i•agine that there were no required 
courses and that they could design their own prograa for the next 
year. There were six possible areas aaong which to divide 20 
credits. Subjects were told that they aust choose at least four 
different areas but that it was not necessary to divide the credits 
evenly. This was to assure that the assignaent of few or no credits 
in a subject area was truly an indicator of avoidance, rather than 
being the reflection of a strang interest in one or two areas. 
Goal choice measure <measure 4). Leggett <1985) found 
students' task preferences (when tasks embodied different goal 
choices) to be significantly correlated with their theories of 
intelligence. The four choices which she offered to her subjects 
included 1 "learning-goal" task, two "low-confidence perfor•ance-
goal" tasks lie, easy tasks with high probability of success) and a 
"high-confidence performance-goal" task lie. hard task which will 
prove intelligenctl. 
In order to make these choices appear more veridical, and less 
hypothetical, the current measurt suggested that the students might 
13 
be asked to participate in a future experi•ent. Efforts were made 
to reduce the possible social undesirability of the performance 
choices by stating that each of the experimental tasks required an 
equal number of participants. Students were thus asked to indicate 
which of the task groups they would most like to be assigned to. 
The four choices wert essentially the saee as those described above 
and were assumed to reflect various learning or perforeance goals. 
The goal choices were coded categorically. Statistical 
analysis revealed no significant effects or useful trends for this 
measure, and it Is not further addressed in this paper. 
Test Comfort Index (~easure 11. Previous research has 
suggested that students' goals and their theories about 
intelligence are east clearly expressed when the student is faced 
with a challenging and evaluative situation. Students' dislike of 
mathematics may in part be a reflection of the e~phasis on testing 
and evaluation in this subject area and the strict criteria for 
deter•in!ng success and failure !Hill, 19841, Hill's studies 
suggest that the intervening effects of anxiety are equal for boys 
and girls, when studying elementary and junior high school 
populations, and have demonstrated no interactions with ability 
level !Hill, 1984; Hill & Wigfield, 19841, 
The seven-item version of the Test Comfort Index <Harnisch, 
Hill & Fyans, 19801 was used to assess subjects' comfort with test-
taking and evaluation. The questions appear in a yes-no format and 
are scored by totalling the number of •yes• responses, A high score 
14 
indicates coafort with classroom tests and evaluations. A ioN score 
reflects anxiety In si•llar situations. 
Procedure 
Two female axptrimenters adainistered the sets of 
questionnaires to 148 tenth grade students in seven groups of 11 -
28 students during regularly scheduled physical education classes, 
Two students who had been absent during the initial testing were 
tested individually a Meek later, 
To control for order or learning effects, the measures were 
given in two sets, with one half of each group receiving 1easures 
A-D and the others beginning with Measures 1-4. The first set of 
•easures MIS collected fro• each student as they finished, and they 
were handed the remaining set. It was hoped that this would 
minimize any tendency for the subjects to refer to earlier 
responses or to alter their initial responses. 
Each participant completed a cover sheet on which they 
Indicated their name, age, sex and the type of school attended 
previous to high school, They detached this page and It Mas 
collected separately before the students began the m@asures. The 
ramaining pages were identified only by a preceded nu•ber, 
15 
Rtsults 
The subjects' responses to the sets af questionnaires were 
analyzed for tht purpose of identifying psychological factors 
associated with intertst in pursuing advanced eath classes in the 
future. Of particular inttrest were female students with high 
ability who eight be avoiding this acadeeic challenge. 
First, the Test Comfort Index, Controllability af Intelligence 
ttasurt 1 and the three Variability of Intelligence subscales were 
exa•ined for internal reliability. Subsequently, the data free F ' 
these eeasures, along with the "ideal eath" scare frat Measure A 
• r . 
<intent to take lath in the future>, the •expected eath ' t 
intelligence• score fro• Measure B !intelligence in eath in the t 
coaing yearl 1 and the class rank were exaained by sex, and then by 
stx and track. A third analysis looked specifically at the students 
in the advanced track, by sex and by their estimations of •expected 
aath intelligence•, to better understand those high-ability 
students who were •ore and less likely than other students to 
continue with advanced •ath. While this group of students was too 
small to lend significant results, trends were noted which suggest 
directions for future research. Finally, the advanced students •ere 
re-evaluated by their ratings of expected intelligence in English, 
to examine the consistency of self-ratings and theories of 
intelligenct across academic areas. 
16 
Internal Reliability of Measures 
Rallability test1 were run on the Test Co•fcrt Index, the 
Controllability of Intelligence Measure and the Stability of 
Intelligenct subaeasurtt using Cronbach's alpha to exa•ine the 
Internal reliability of each •easure. 
Far the seven-ite• Test Comfort Index, the range of alphas 
calculated when each item was re•oved fro• the other six fell 
between .~3473 and ,62333. The standard lte• alpha for the Ieasure, 
which indicates th1 cohesiveness of the complete aeasure, was 
.62778. The t1st of the seven ite•s in the Controllability of 
Intelligence measure resulted in a range of alphas fro• .86700 -
.89013 when single iteas were re•oved. The standard ite• alpha far 
this measure was ,90093, 
The Variability of Intelligence Measure was scared and tested 
along three subscales: iteas which endorsed possible increases in 
intelligence, stable intelligence, and possible decreasing 
intelligence. The reliability test for the five items suggesting 
increasing intelligence showed alpha coefficients ranging between 
.72743 and ,7619~ when individual ittms were removed. The standard 
ite• alpha for the increasing-intelligence subscale was .81202. 
For the sub-items describing stability of intelligence, 
coefficients ranging fro• .~522~ ta ,62357 were found when 
individual ittms were removed. A second reliability test was run 
removing the !tam which appeared ta be having the strongest 
suppressive effect on alpha. However, the standard item alpha 
. 
. 
' 
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decreased, and that it•• was returned to tht scale. The standard 
ite• alpha for the six-ite• stability subscale was .63606. 
The six-itt• subscale endorsing decreasing intelligence, fro• 
the Variability of Intelligence •easure, showed the aost alpha 
variability, .~3532 - .67625, when individual ite•s were re•oved 
fro• the scale. The three ite•s which appeared to be •est strongly 
affecting the internal reliability were re•oved sequentially and 
new alphas were run on the three sets of five re•aining ite•s. It 
was deter•ined that the removal of ite• nu•ber 16 led to the 
strongest standard it11 alpha, ,67~23, and the subscale was thus 
modified to include only the five strongest items. 
Subject Response Analysis 
A. By sex 
The initial breakdown by sex was suggested by the analyses in 
the studies cited previously, which found sex differences in 
co•fortlanxiety regarding school and •ath, confidence in one's 
ability to succeed, personal estimation of potential success, 
school grades, and the a1ount of advanced •ath taken by students. 
An examination of the subjects' responses to the Test Coafort 
Index !TC!l, the Controllability/Variability of Intelligence 
measures, ideal uth subscore lie. expri!Ssed interest in pursuing 
advanced •ath, a difficult task, in the futurel, self-perceptions 
of future math intelligence (an estimate of potential success or 
self-confidence, and another reflection of belief in stable or 
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unstable intelligtnctl and class rank is shown, by sex, in Table 1. 
Tht sevtn special education studtnts have been atltted frat the 
•••pit. 
Consistent Mith previous research, it can be seen that the 
bays reported tare catfart Nith evaluation lp <.0051 and a greater 
Intent to take tath in the future <p <.0051; the girls had the 
higher average class rank <p < .051. However, their estitation of 
futurt intelligenct did nat differ frat estitates tade by the bays. 
Contrary to expectation, theories of intelligence (teasured by the 
Controllability and Variability of Intelligence questionnaires! did 
not differ by sex when exatined across all students. Both sexes 
exprtssed stranger beliefs In increasing intelligence, as apposed 
to stable or decreasing intelligence. 
B. Sex by track 
Further division of the subjects, by acadatic track (advanced 
vs. regular currlculutl, was suggested by several studies which 
noted that high-achieving girls afttn set lower expectations far 
success and art •art debilitated by confusing classraa• taterial 
than average or law-achieving girls. This is nat true for high-
achieving bays, who are tare confident than ather bays and less 
distracted by variations in tht content of classraa1 taterial 
<Licht~ Dweck, 1984; Stipek ~ Hafftan, 1980l. Math has already 
been Identified as an acade•ic subject containing a high level of 
potentially confusing •aterial. 
~·· 
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An examination of the data <sea Table 2l verifies the 
relationship between currlculua track and achievement. The 
advanced-track females had the highest average class rank, 29.36, 
followed by the advanced aales, 39,67. The regular-track students 
ranked significantly lower, at 79.38 for feaales and 94.67 for 
males <track: F•32.130, df•1/138, p•.001l. 
Differences in predicted (futurel aath intelligence were seen 
by track <F•7,960, df• 1/138, p <.05l, but not by sex or 
sex-by-track Interaction, contrary to previous research. Both •ale 
and female advanced-track students anticipated their intelligence 
in lath to be at 8.5 (on a scale of 0-10l for the following year, 
while the regular-track students rated their potential at 7.3 - 7.4. 
This suggests that if differences in the expectations for success 
are to be found between advanced boys and girls, as noted in the 
previously cited studies, they will have to be found within subsets 
of these students. 
Plans to take advanced 1ath classes, already shown to differ by 
sex <p <.001l, do not differ by track, Both groups of boys plan to 
take more math (advanced • b.O credits, regular = 5.49 credits) 
than does tither group of girls (advanced= 4,36, regular= 3.9), 
Likawlsa, no additional differences in test co1fort were noted on 
tha TCI, although tht advanced boys scored the highest of all of 
tht students. 
Response to the theories of intelligence 1easures showed track 
differences In beliefs about control, but not variability. The 
.... --------------------
regul&r-track ttudtnts percelvtd aort control over their 
Intelligence than the advanced track students <F•4.601, df•l/135, 
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p <.O~l. All four sex-by-tr&ck groups responded aore positively, on 
the V&riability of Intelligence Measure, to stateaents describing 
Increasing inttlligence than they did to thost depicting stable or 
decreasing Intelligence. No track or sex-by-track differences were 
shown to be slgnlfic&nt on these ••••ures. Subscores of the 
Variability of Intelligence eeasure also reflected overlapping 
beliefs &bout the stabillty/inst&bility of intelligence, with no 
students &nswerlng absolutely dlchototously (eg. rating 
stability • 4, incre&se/dacrease • I or vice versa), This suggests 
that It tay be tore useful to exatine the teanlng of these 
subscores by coep&rlng each c&tegory !increase/stable/decrease! 
across subject groups rather than by trying to coepare the three 
scores within each group. 
By exaaining each Control and Variability subscale across the 
four subjtct groups and noting the relative rankings of each group 
!see T&ble 41, patterns of beliefs about intelligence begin to 
emerge, although the mean differences do nat reach significance. 
First of all, It can be seen that the regular-track boys Mere the 
most extreme in endorsing all three sets of statements about 
lnttlligence. Their strongest ratings were of the instability 
statements, lndic&tlng that intelligence can Increase (3,78, where 
4.0 Indicates the strongest &greementl or decrease (3.~6), They 
were also higher than tht advanced-track students in perceiving 
f 
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personal control over their intelligence 15,8 on a scale of 0-71. 
The advanced girls showed the most opposite profile. They 
expressed the weakest btlitf in being able to control thtir own 
intelligence 14.6). They held the ~econd highest belief in stable 
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intelligence, and were in the least agreeeent with stateeents about 
increasing <2.81 and decreasing 12.2'1l intelligence, They ure also 
the least interested in pursuing advanced •ath and indicated the 
least confidence in their future intelligence. 
The two re•aining groups were less distinct. The regular-
track ftlales claiaed the aost control over their intelligence 
l6.1l, were relatively high on both the Increasing and decreasing 
intelligence &ubscores and low on belief in stable intelligence. 
The advanced •ales expressed the least support for the possibility 
of stable intelligence 12.51 on a scale of 4.0l, planned to take 
the most lath in the future, and expressed confidence in their 
futur1 int1lligence. 
C. Advanced track students: sex by future intelligence. 
Procedure. The focus of interest is ulti•ately on those 
high-ability and high-achieving students, particularly girls, who 
fail to pursue de•anding subject areas such as •ath. It is within 
this group of students that other researchers have noted sex 
differences in •otivational patterns and achievement beliefs <Licht 
~Dweck, 1'1831 Licht • Shapiro, 1'1821 Phillips, 1984l, as well as 
expectations of future acco•plish•ent IStipek ~ Hoff•an, 1'1801. 
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Past rese&rch hal looked at theories of intelligence, comfort 
~ith evaluation, and other beliefs, by dividing responses at the 
median score and exa•ining high and low responders. ~t was decided 
in. this study to &pproach the data by using the self-report of 
intelligence in •ath l•easure Bl, dividing the students on the 
basis of their prospective ratings of 1ath intelligence (ie. 
whtther it would increase, decrease or stay the same the following 
year. The self-report of intelligence in aath measure was seen as 
providing two types of information. First of all, it appeared to be 
a mart subtle, less obtrusive aeasure of the students' •real" vieMs 
about the stability of intelligence, The belief in stable or 
unstable intelligence could be seen in the retrospective and 
prospective assess•ent of intelligence by whether the students 
rated theeselves at the same or different levels across grades, 
Second, the self-rating of •ath intelligence could be viewed as a 
measure of confidence in dealing Mith challenging tasks which aight 
reveal one's true intelligence, ~ath ability is seen by students as 
being a good indicator of overall intelligence (Brush, 1980), 
The criterion for the first division of the students, using 
measure B (intelligence in uthl, us the students' self-ratings 
for the following year !grade Ill. Students ~ho rated thuselves 
higher in intelligence for the following year than they did for the 
current year !10th grade! wert labeled "increasing•. Students who 
indicated that they would be less inttlligent tht following year 
wtre labeled •decreasing•, Students whose ratings wert the saae for 
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tenth and eleventh gr&de were initially designated as 'stable'. 
Further exaelnation of the •stable' students showed that eany 
of them had Indicated instability of intelligence between ratings 
for previous years, suggesting that they did not truly hold a view 
of stable intelligence. While it eay be consistent to say that if 
one believes intelligence •ay be unstable Cle. can increase or 
decrease) one can also believe it to be stable upon occasion, the 
opposite ••Y not be true. To believe that intelligence is stable 
implies that it cannot vary. Therefore, the 'stable' subjects were 
divided a second ti1e, Those students who had rated the•selves at 
the sa•• level of intelligence across grades 7,~ (junior high) and 
10 reaained in the •stable' category. The subjects whose self-
ratings in •ath had varied across junior high and high school 
grades Mere categorized by co1partng the rating for the coaing year 
Cgrade Ill with the aean rating for grades 7/~/10. They were 
designated as 'Increasing• If grade 11 Mas higher than the •ean, 
and 'decreasing' if It Mas lower. One fe•ale subject was oaitted 
froa the sample 11 her grade 10, grade 11 and •ean rating Mere all 
tqual, howevtr, she had indicatad changes in intelligence between 
grades 7/~ and ~110. 
The one exception to this division rule was a feeale subject 
who rated herself at 10 for all grades. It was decided prior to the 
txaeination of the other measures that this better reflected an 
•increasing• rating, as all of the other •stable' subjects were 
stable at B or 9 and It was quite conceivable that a rating of 10 
-· 
indic&ted 1 ceiling effect due to the •easure rather than a sense 
of personal limitation. 
Results. Each of the three subgroups Mithin each sex !ie. 
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'increasing', •stable' and 'decre&sing• in their expectations of 
intelligence in math in the coming year) Mas examined according to 
their •illingness to pursue a difficult task !the ideal math 
credits). They Ntrt again evaluated as to their theories of 
intelligence, expressed along tNO diaensions on the controllability 
1nd variability ltasures, and their responses to the Test Comfort 
Index. 
It can be seen fro• Table 5 that the six subgroups contain 
roughly equal nuabars of subjects, •ith the exception of the 
'stable' boys group. This •ay not be surprising in light of data 
mentioned earlier Mhich shaMed that •ales Mere less likely to 
endorse stability of intelligence !Leggett, 1985l. The small and 
unequal number of students in these subgroups precludes a 
statistical analysis of the variance bet•een groups. HoMever, by 
again ranking responses to the measures across the subgroups of 
advanced students !see Table 7l, patterns can be detected ~hich aay 
be helpful in developing further hypotheses for investigation. 
The •ale "increasing• and 'stable' groups appeared to 1ake the 
•ost extreme ratings, both positively and negatively. Both groups 
of boys planned to take a large number of advanced aath credits in 
the future ('stable' males z 8.0 credits, 'increasing' males • 7.0 
credits). They Mere also the most comfortable ~ith evaluation 
• 
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!'increasing• boys 5.2, 'stable' boys :1,0), The increasing boys 
responded with a pattern of beliefs indicating controllability and 
instability. They were the highest in the belief that they can 
control their intelligence 16,6), They were the lowest of the six 
groups in endorsing stable intelligence, while they were the first 
ta claie that intelligence can increase or, perhaps surprisingly, 
decrease. The •stable' bays, while also extreee, showed an inverted 
pattern of response: law control, but high stability of 
inttlligenct, Thty were the least likely to believe they can 
control their intelligence 13.:11, the •ost likely to believe that 
intelligence retains stable 13.01, and the least likely to see it 
as increasing or decreasing. 
The •stable' girls lie. girls who see their •ath intelligence 
as remaining constant aver ti•el responded quite si•llarly to the 
'stable' boys, They were nearly as low an the belief that 
intelligence could be controlled 13.7:11, as likely as these 
•stable' bays not to endorse increasing intelligence, and the least 
likely to agree with statements about decreasing intelligence 
11.8!. These girls also viewed intelligence as relatively stable, 
ca•pared with the other subjects. They differed from the •stable" 
boys in that they were less comfortable with evaluation 13.01 and 
intend to take little eath 13.25 credits), 
The "increasing• girls were characterized by a weaker version 
of the profile shown by the "increasing' boys. They were fairly 
strang on perceived control 15.01, and endorsed instability of 
. ' -~-' ' 
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intelligence (increase/decrease) over stability, relative to other 
groups. They differed in that they felt less cotfortable with 
testing than any of the boys, but were tore cotfortable than the 
other glrli. They were fairly lntarested In pursuing •ath 16.2 
creditsl, though still not to the degree Indicated by the 
"Increasing• and •stable" boys. Also, their ratings of future 
intelligence were the highest of any group of students 19.4 on a 
scale of !Ol. 
Instead of showing the sl•ilarities in beliefs and attitudes 
that were noted In the boys and girls who viewed their •ath 
intelligence as Increasing in the future, or that were shown in an 
alternativt profile by •ales and fe•ales who forsee stable 
intelligence, the two "decreasing• groups were distinctly different 
froe each other. 
The "decreasing• •ales lit. those who feel that they will be 
less intelligent in •ath the following year) deaonstrated the 
combination of responses which had been expected to apJear for 
math-avoidant girls with low confidence. This group of boys showed 
less co•fort with testing than other boys. They viewed intelligence 
as something which is quite unstable, yet fairly uncontrollable as 
well. Not surprisingly, for individuals Mith this pattern, these 
boys wer• less interested in taking math than the other boys !4.8 
credits vs. 7.018.0 craditsl, or than the "increasing• girls 16.2 
crtditsl, 
Finally, the "decreasing• girls, as Mould be predicted, Mere 
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tht studtnts most anxious about evaluation and least interested in 
pursuing 11th in the future (3.25 creditsl 1 even though it will be 
seen that they wert tltd with the •stable" girls for highest class 
rank. They also rated theaselves lowtr than other advanced students 
on futurt intelligence in 1ath <7.5 on a scale of IOl, which puts 
thtl at the levtl of tht rtgular-track students. As to theories of 
intelligenct, however, thest girls indicated an unexpectedly strong 
belitf that intelligence can be controlled <5.25 1 the second 
highest control rating!, but paradoxically indicated that 
intelligence is •ore stable than unstable. This unusual finding 1ay 
be a by-product of the ••all sa•ple size, or It •ay reflect 
deftnsiveness or atte•pts at social desirability by these students. 
To su••arize, then, it can be seen that •ale and fe•ale 
students who forsee their intelligence in •ath increasing in the 
future express a strong interest in pursuing advanced •ath. They 
perceive theasalves •• •ora co•fortable with evaluation than other 
students of the saae sex, and see their intelligence as unstable 
but controllable. Those boys and girls Mho see their abilities, 
remaining stable over till express less co•fort with evaluation 
than "increasers• of the sa•• sex. They are likely ta see their 
intelligence as less controllable but aore stable than do other 
students. Girls in this category •ay be likely to take as little 
advanctd math as the "decreasing• girls, while the boys strongly 
intend ta pursue aath. Finally, the subjects Mho are perceiving 
their intelligence as decreasing in the year to coae are the least 
.,_; 
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likely to continue with advanced eath. They are also less rela~ed 
about evaluation than others of the saee sex. The •ales and fe1ales 
shew cppcsitt theories profiles, beth of which aight be viewed as 
11ladaptiv1. The 11111 percaive their intelligence as relatively 
unstablt and uncontrollable. The feaales describe their 
inttlligence as ccntrcllablt and yet stabla, 
In order to dater1ine whether the interest in taking 1ore 1ath 
was silply a reflection of past success in •ath, rather than 
current btliefs about ability, the average class rank was 
calculated for each of the six subgroups of advanced students !see 
Table~). Interest in taking lath the following year, disregarding 
school rtquire•ents, has no relation to the advanced students' 
class rank !r• -,1681, In fact, the "decreasing• and •stable" girls 
expressed the least intent to take aath, yet they had the highest 
average class ranks. The •stable" boys, on the other hand, intend 
to take the most •ath, yet had tha lowest average class rank of the 
six groups. Thus, It appears that success does not ensure interest 
in a task or confidence in future success. 
Furthermore, this difference of Interest in 1ath could not be 
explained by the possibility that the girls knew they had been 
doing poorly during the current semester and were anticipating poor 
grades in their finals the following week. An updated class rank 
was obtained the following fall, which included the spring final 
grades, and the relative class ranks remained the same. 
It was then considered that perhaps these girls only appeared 
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to bt less intertsttd in •ath, but sitply had aort interests over 
which to spread their credits. This, too, was shown not to be the 
cast. As described prtviously, students wert asked on Measure A to 
indicate how tany credits they would take in each of siM possible 
acadetic areas if thty could use their credits without 
consideration of graduation require•ents or other restrictions. 
They were asked to select at least four areas, but the a•ount of 
credits used in each area was up to the•. 
It can be seen frat Figure I that the "increasing• girls had 
the widest range of interests, choosing an average of 5.8 subjects 
out of a possible six. Yet these girls also allotted •ore credits 
to 1ath than did the other girls (see Table 8). The"decreasing• girls 
were •ore focused in their interests, with a tean of 4.5 subject 
areas. Thus their liaited devotion of credits to eath is consistent 
with the interpretation that they are tore avoidant of tath, as 
opposed to choosing less aath because of holding wider interests. 
The 'increasing• and •stable" boys had the narrowest range of 
interests, and yet the highest interest in tath. 
When the ideal math score fro• Measure A was compared with the 
proportion of math credits expected if credits were spread evenly 
over the intended subject areas, it can be shown that in proportion 
to the breadth of interest areas, the "increasing• girls intend to 
takt proportionately more math credits than any other boys or 
girls, and tht "decreasing" girls intend to take the least <see 
Tablt8), 
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The dat& fro• th• •••• tMenty-six advanced-track students Mere 
approached a second time, breaking down the subjects by their 
prospective ratings of intelllganct In English <measure Cl, Tnis 
was done In order to deteralnt how consistent the students' self-
ratings were across subjects, how reflective these ratings were in 
regard to theories of intelligence, and hoM predictive they were of 
past and futur1 behavior. Again, this division resulted in three 
groups of boys and three groups of girls: those who esti•ated that 
it would increase, those who predicted that it Mould remain the 
saae, and those who anticipated a decrease in intelligence <see 
Table 9l. 
On the basis of the grade 10-11 ratings alone, 64% of the 
feaale and 66% of the •ale students re•ained in the sa•e category 
for English as they did for •ath, Nhen the •stable" group was 
subdivided, using the same procedure as with the •ath measure, the 
overlap dropped to 50% for the female and sex for the •ale 
students. 
Despite the reassign•ent of a nuaber of subjects with the 
division based on English intelligence, the relative rankings <see 
Table Ill of the six subgroups on the TCI, controllability and 
variability subscores are quite robust. The •aior differences are 
seen along the control ratings and the stable Intelligence 
subscore. The 'decreasing• aale profile changes, to indicate high 
control with the high instability of intelligence. The 'increasing" 
and 'decreasing' females are lower in reported control of 
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!ntelli;enc• th&n they were by the ••th division. 
Stlf-rltin;s of futurt intelligence In English appear to be 
eort accur&tt &lstss•ents of school perfor•ance than are self-
ratin;s of aath intelligence, Tht "increasing• boys and girls have 
tht highest class rank, followed by the •stable" and "decreasing• 
;irls, respectively. The •stable" and "decreasing• boys have the 
lowest class rank. However, the English ratings are not predictive 
of intent to take English. 
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Discussion 
The results of thil study demonstrate that students' interest 
In pursuing advanced •ath courses is related to their beliefs about 
the controllability and variability of their intelligence. It 
had appeared, fro• other research, that high-ability girls are the 
most debilitated by their belief systems. In the present study, 
fel&les as 1 group were less interested in •ath than were males, 
and the advanced feaal11 were less interested in aath than either 
the regular- or advanced-track •ales. However, this study also 
suggasts that there are identifiable subgroups of both sexes which 
vary in their intent to take ~ath, fro• planning to take 1any 
credits to planning very few. These subgroups of students were 
found to hold differing theories about intelligence, perceptions of 
their own abilities, and feelings about personal evaluation, as 
well. 
The use of separate •easures to assess students' perceptions 
of the controllability and variability of intelligence 
corroborated Dweck's concepts of incremental and entity beliefs 
<eg. Dweck, 1984l. In addition, these measures allowed for the 
identification of patterns which were associated Nith belief in 
decreasing intelligence. Boys and girls anticipating increased math 
ability in the future also indicated high levels of personal 
control over their abilities and perceived these abilities to be 
unstable !it. can Increase or decrease), as indicated on the 
theories of intelligtnct measures. These students appear to be 
..... -----------------
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quite similAr to the incremental theorists described by Dweck, who 
believe that Ability can increase through personal effort. Students 
who txpected thAt their MAth intelligence would reaain the same in 
the future indicated relatively less personal control and a greater 
stability of intelligence. These boys and girls share aany 
sililaritltl with the entity theorists described by Dweck, who 
believe that there Is little that they can do to affect their 
abilities. Belief in decreasing intelligence (ie. that one can 
become less intelligent in the futurel was, surprisingly, shown to 
so11 degree by aost students. Students who anticipated a decrease 
in their future aath intelligence showed patterns of beliefs which 
differed fro• both the incre1ental (Increasing! pattern and the 
entity (stablel pattern. Boys showed the hypothesized profile of 
perceiving little control over an unstable intelligence - in other 
words, that your intelligence can change but there's not much that 
you can do to control this change. The girls who anticipated a 
decreased ability in math, however, indicated on the theories 
measures that intelligence was stable and yet controllable. This 
pattern is not a strong one and it is confusing to interpret. The 
most parsimonious explanation may be that these results are the 
spurious by-product of a small sample size. It is also possible 
that these girls wert being defensive and denying that they feel 
out of control. They may have been trying to respond in what they 
perceived to be a socially desirable way on the rather obvious 
theories questionnaires, while their expectation of declining math 
" \ 
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intelligence the following ye&r, indicated on the aore indirect 
1easure !eeasure Bl, revealed their true beliefs. Only a further 
study with a larger saeple and eeasures to control for 
defensiveness leg. Sarason, Davidson, Lighthall, Waite, ~ Ruebush, 
19601 Hill, 19841, or a aeasure of theory of controllability which 
does not present the Apparently socially desirable increeental 
alternatives, can deter•ine whether these girls' beliefs are 
actually •ore in line with the boys' lie. high instability, low 
cantrall, or are really as incongruous as indicated in the current 
population, 
The east ieport&nt difference in the theories about 
intelligence •ay have to do with the belief in, and perceived 
control of, the decline in intellectual abilities. Stateeents 
describing decreasing ability were supported aore strongly by boys 
than by girls. At the advanced-track level, differences were again 
shown in beliefs about future intelligence, The boys who expect to 
became sa1rter are in the east agreement that intelligence can 
decrease, while strongly believing that they can control their 
intelligence ind, presuaably, prevent that decrease frae occurring. 
Students who expect their 11th ability nat to vary in the co•ing 
year disagree 101t strongly with these stateaents. Thus, their low 
level of perceived control over intelligence would have lieited 
detrimental effect. All students indicated rather strong beliefs 
that some aspects of intelligence can increase. The only 
significant difference on the increasing-intelligence subscore is 
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by track, with the regular-track students indicating •ere 
agree•ent. Thesa students also perceive •ere central ever their 
intelligence than the advanced-track students. It •ay be that the 
advanced students, who have been told they are the brightest, de 
not ste as •uch rac1 for llprove•ent and thus are net as concerned 
with control, Belitf in stability of Intelligence differs in a sex-
by-future-intelligence interaction. The entity •ales, who expect 
their intelligence to reaaln the salt, agree •est strongly with the 
stability state•ents. "ales and fe•ales who expect their 
intelligence In •ath to increase are least likely to endorse 
stability. 
Interest in taking •ath is directly related to theories of 
intelligence. Students of beth sexes who believe that their 
intelligence in 1ath will increase have an interest In taking more 
credits of advanced math than •est ather students. The boys in this 
group are second only to the entity boys in the nuaber of intended 
math credits, and the girls plan to taka nearly twice as auch eath 
11 the other two groups of girls. Nhen the Indicated levels of 
Intended math credits were adjusted for students' ranges of 
interest <see Table Band Figure ll, these Increasing-Intelligence 
girls were shown to have the highest interest in eath of any group 
of advanced girls or boys. 
Students who believe that their aath intelligence will retain 
tht same differ by sex In their plans to take aath, siailar to the 
differenc~s in task choice described by Leggett !198~1. These 
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tntity l&les inttnd to take a large a•ount of eath credits <in 
fact, tore than any other group), whilt the fe•ales Intend to take 
1111 than half that a•ount, These stable-intelligence boys and 
;iris do not differ in their stated level of expected future 
intelligence (8,5) 1 suggesting that the expected level of 
inttlligenct cannot bt interpreted as an accurate measure of self-
confidence, Tht decre•ental theorists, who believe that their 
intelligence will wane, also had very little interest in advanced 
lath, Tht boys in this group chose fewer •ath credits than the 
othtr boys or the incre•ental girls. The decreasing-Intelligence 
girls wert tied with the entity girls for the smallest number of 
credits (fewer than half the atount chosen by either of the two 
highest groups), 
Consistent with research, though perhaps contrary to 
educational theory and practice, students with higher class 
rankings were not necesaarily those •ost interested in continuing 
with advanced •ath in the future. The girls as a group achieved at 
a •ignificantly higher level and chose 5ignificantly fewer aath 
credits than the boys in this study <see Table tl. At the advanced-
track level, class rank and intended number of aath credits showed 
a aild inverse relationship for both sexes - students with higher 
class ranks intended to take less tath. It will be necessary in 
future studies to collect data on math grades in order to determine 
Whether or not the students with high grade point averages are 
earning high grades in math as well. 
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The Test Co•fort Index ITC!l showed significant sex and track 
differences across the sa•ple population as a whole, and within the 
advanced-track students there were sex differences as well. Boys 
expressed less anxiety than girls across all analyses of the data, 
and advanctd-track students were 1ore co•fortable than other 
students. Such sex differences have not been noted in previous 
studies utilizing the TCI, which have pri•arily looked at younger 
children. This suggests that sex differences in co•fort with 
evaluation develop over ti•e, and 1ay be an influential factor in 
acade1ic choice and perfor•ance by the tile students are in high 
school. Within the advanced-track students in this study, the 
incre•ental girls scored considerably higher on the TCI than the 
other girls, with the decreasing-ability girls experiencing less 
co•fort than any other advanced students. The entity boys and 
girls, who share 1i1ilar beliefs about intelligence and predict 
equal levels of Intelligence in the future, differ 1ost strongly 
froa tach other in their response to the TCI. This suggests that 
the confidence that the girls express in their level of future 
ability •ay bt less i•portant than the disco•fort that they 
experienca in evaluative situations. 
The present study is not definitive primarily due to the lack 
of consistently significant results on the theories of intelligence 
measures, combined Mith the small sa•ple size at the advanced-track 
level. The Controllability of Intelligence •easure (Measure Bl 
asked students to choose between what •ay have been seen as a 
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socially desirable increaental state•tnt, endorsing personal 
control, and a aort negative and less desirable entity statement 
suggesting a lack of control. This aeasure revealed significant 
track differences in perceived control, but no clear differences by 
seM or Nithin the advanced-track students. The prelieinary results 
of current •easures being piloted by DNeck and her research tea• 
indicate that subjects respond Nith greater variability and 
stronger endorseaent of the entity position when they are given 
only the entity state•ent and are asked how •uch they agree or 
disagree Mith it. Thus, future studies •ay uncover stranger results 
by using this approach. 
The Variability of Intelligence •easure •ay also tap soae 
socially desirable responses with the stateaents endorsing 
increasing intelligence. However, students did not appear reluctant 
to agree with stateaents about stable or decreasing intelligence. 
The responses to these latter two ideas eay have been overly 
restricted by the li•ited range of the 4-point scale, which allowed 
for only twa non-extre•e responses (ie. so•e•hat agree, same•hat 
disagree), The expansion of the scale, for all statements about the 
variability of intelligence, to one which would alloK for greater 
expression in response •ay rtveal Nider differences in beliefs, 
while still allo•ing students to avoid taking extre•e positions. 
A larger sa•ple population of advanced-track students is 
necessary for a successful fallow-up study. The advanced-curriculua 
studtnts, usually so assigned becaust of aptitude for an advanced 
3'1 
math sequence, are likely to be •art homogeneous in ability and to 
have received (bath bays and girlsl •ore encourageeent in eath than 
th• general student papulation. A replication study with a 
sufficient nueber of advanced-track subjects would per•it a closer 
look at the high-achieving low-confident students who expect to 
decline in eath ability and plan to avoid taking eath courses. This 
would also clarify the questions surrounding the disparate profiles 
of the "decreasing• boys and girls. 
Students who fear a decrease in ability are less co•fortable 
with evaluation, which eight expose this loss of ability, and 
appear to be lacking far ways to avoid confronting this 
possible decrease in intelligence, it. by not taking •ath, a 
deeanding and evaluative acadeeic subject. It light also be 
expected that these students Nauld experience acre sy•pta•s of 
anxiety, depression and law self-esteee in reaction to this 
perceived decline in intellectual ability. The addition of a 
syeptaa checklist, such as the Hopkins Sy1pto• Checklist 
<Derogatis, 1977l or the General Health Questionnaire !Goldberg, 
1'172l, would enable a better understanding of the psychological 
effects associated "ith various belief patterns. The students 
expecting their intelligence to decrease are hypothesized to be at 
tha greatest psychological risk. 
If the results of future studies are consistent Nith the 
currant study, then it is necessary to start changing the 
approaches that are being taken in attempting to influence high 
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school students, particularly girls, to pursue math. Students' 
interest in •ath appears to be eabedded in a fra•ework of beliefs 
which includes concerns about losing abilities and anxiety about 
having one's abilities evaluated, They aay see their perfor1ance in 
a highly evaluative area such as •ath as reflective of their 
overall int&llectual abilities. Students aust be encouraged to view 
their abilities as soaething to be cultivated, rather than to be 
evaluated within a hierarchy of social coaparison, They should be 
shown fro• the earliest gradts that no particular evaluation or 
outc011 speaks to their ult!aate potential, and that such 
Information can be used to 'be your best' rather than to find out 
if you are the best. 
Appendi• 
Measure A. Ideal Course Schedule 
Suppose then are no required courses and you can design ;rour 
own program for nut year, You ll&ve 20 credits to use and the follawi.DE: 
subject areas to choose trom. 
You IIILlSt choose at least four di!ferent areas, 
You do~ have to divide the credits ev~. 
If I had 20 credits to use ~way I wanted, I vould take: 
credits of 
credits of 
_credits of 
credits of 
_credits of 
credits of 
20 credits TOTAL 
?:ngllsh (example: writing, literature) 
Foreign~• 
llist0I7, geography, econ01111cs, social science 
Math (example$ trigonometry, calculus) 
!!uaic, art, dance 
Science (example$ chemistry, physics) 
(please check to Nkll sure 7011 used at least four subject areas, Thank you,) 
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Measure B. Perceived Intelligence in Math 
~Ieasure B, 
Some students th1nJc that their intelligence in math stqs the 
"""" tro. '188Z to ,-ear. Some students think that it er.anges. 
Choosing numbers !rom 0 to l01 vith 0 being the lowest and lO 
beint; the hi.>hest 1 rate :roursel.f as to how intelligent ;rou think zou were 
in math over the years. 
You may give ratings that are the Slll!lll or di.t'ferent. for each grade, 
These ratings do not neees~ have to do vith the letter grades 
that j'OU earned in the cl&sses, 
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lowst highest 
In Jrd grsde, 111:1 intelligence in math used to be a ( 0 l. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO ) , 
-circle one number-
In 6th grsde, 111:1 intelligence in math used to be a ( 0 l. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l.O ) , 
In 7th grsde, 111:1 intelligence in math used to be a ( 0 l. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ) • 
In 9th grsde, 11t:f intelligence in math vas about a ( 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 l. 
This zyar 1 111:1 intelligence in math rates a ( 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 lO ) , 
•• • * 
.... ... take math again na.""<t "•ar 1 I think l1t:f intelligence in ll&th 
vi1l rate a ( 0 l. 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 ), 
* (pleue ..,_ t111s '""" it ;rou do not plan to take ll&th lli!IXt 18ar.) 
'!'hank j'OU. 
.... --------------
Measure C. Perceived Intelligence in English 
Measure c. 
Some students think that their intelligence iA qlish stqs the 
same !roll ;rear to rear• Some students think that it eh&ngea, 
Choosin& numbers from 0 to 10, with 0 being the lowest and 10 
bain& the highest, rate )'OUl'self as to how l.At~ent zyu think you were 
in qlish OT8l' the years. 
You N:1J give ratings that are the - or dll!erent !or eacll grade. 
These ratings do not neceas~ haVe to do with the latter grades 
that :rw earned iA the classes. They wq also be dll!erent !roll the ratings 
:rw gave JOUl'Sel! iA math. 
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lowest highest 
In 3rd grade, rrr intelligence iA English used to be a ( 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 ) , 
-circle one number-
In 6th grade, rrr intelligence iA English used to be a ( o 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 ) , 
In 7th grade, rrr intelligence in English used to be a ( 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 ) • 
In 9th grade, 1l1(f inteJ.l.iience in English vas abollt a ( 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 a 9 lD ) • 
This zear, 1l1(f int~ence in English rates a ( 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 ) • 
Ir I take English again next ,-ear, I think 'fll1 intelligenCe iA Engllsh 
will rate a ( 0 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 a 9 10 ), 
-
Measure 0. Actual Course Schedule 
Measure D. 
Cla8S Schedule 
Courses I aa talcin& this 1•ar ( 1.ncl.ude 'both semesters): 
I, 
n. 
m. 
IV. 
v. 
VI, 
VII. 
VIU. 
IX. 
x. 
Now go back and p1rt a star next to all cJ.asses 'iihich are required. 
Courses that I repstered to take next. yeart 
I. 
II, 
In. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
vn. 
VIII. 
IX. 
x. 
Now 10 back and. put a star next to all cJ.assea 'iihich are required. 
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Menure 1. Test Comfort Index 
Measure 1. 
Di.reatiofV: lead. each question. Circle either "A" or "1" de?end.inc 011 which ansver 
better deec.rtbea how you feel about each question. There are no right or 
wrona anawera. 
1. When the teacher eays that she is goin& to give the c:l»a a test, do you 
feel relaxe4 and ca.!ortable? 
.. ,. .. 
b. no 
2. Do you feel relaxed before you take a test? 
a. yea 
b. no 
3. Do you feel relaxed vhile you are taking a test? 
a. yea 
b. no 
4. Do you feel relaxed when the teacher says chat she is going to ask you 
questions to find out how ~auc:h you know? 
.. , .. 
b. no 
5. When the teacher eaya that she is going co· give the clue a test. do you 
uaually feel that you vill do &ood vorkY 
.. ,. .. 
It, no 
6. Wbila you are takin& a teat, do you ~ually think you are doing good vork! 
.. , .. 
"· 110 
7, Do you 111<& tuta in school? 
a. yea 
b. no 
Measure 2. Controllability of Intelligence 
People haft di!torent. ideas about intel.J.ig..,.,., Read. each pair o! sentences 
below. 1'hinl< about each one care!ull,y becauae they may 80Wl4 a lot alike, 
Decide !dUM seat.oca in each pair )"011 !!!!!! with 1110ot, Then c1rcle A or B 
to show !dUM sentence 10" agree vi th 1110ot. 
l, J., Iov. ban a certain 8IIIDillrt. o! intelligomce compared to other 
people and it w1lJ. ~ otq that way. 
B. llo matter bow 1ntell1gent )"011 are ntiV1 )"011 can al.llaJ'll make 
;rourselt 11101'8 intelligent. 
2. J., Iov. can do thin&• to make ;rourselt II1Ch IIIOl"tl intelligent 1.t 
,..,.. -to. 
B. Even 1.t 10" ~ - to be IIIDr8 intelligent, )"Oil can't reall,r 
make that happen. 
), J., Your intell1gomce is aoaetiW1g 10" can •t change verr lllCh. 
B. Iov.r intelJ.ic"""" is 1101118t.h:l.ni that 10" can ch&ll&&o 
4. J., U - ian •t TerT intelligent, they can do thlngs to make 
th..,..elna,.,... intell1gent. 
B. U - im't TerT intelligent, there's not II1Ch they can do 
to beo..e 11101'11 intelJ.J.cent, 
S. A. BT lear'111nc new thlngs, )"011 can increase bow intall.igent 1W are. 
B, Iov. can learn ,... th1nga, but hOW intellicct 10" are stqa 
prett7 - the -· 
6, A. Iov. can do thin&• to cet better grades, but 10" can •t ~ 
maD :rov.nel! 11101'11 intelligent. 
B. There ere tbinea )"Oil can do to ch&ll&• hOW intelligent 1"'1_ are. 
7, A, U )"Oil aretl't aa intelligent aa )"Oil want to be, thera 1m •t 
liiUCh you can do about it. 
B, Iov. can bec..e abov.t aa inteJ.l.iient aa 1"'1 want to be, 
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Measure 3. Variability of Intelligence 
l4eaaure 3. 
There are a lot o! ideee that people haVe about their intellii;ence, 
Reed each etat-.t ClU'e!'ull;y. Then circle the 11Ulllber which most closel.y 
indicates 1f"lJl' feelings about that etateMnt, 
There are 110 r1&ht or wrong annars, 
Ploeea circle ~ one IIUlllber !or each item, l 2 j 4 
chooainc onl7 the IIUlllbers (iven, stl'Oil€l:r ICIII8Witat sOI!Ifthat strongl: 
DISAGREE Diaqree Aue• AGREJ:: 
J., y..,.. p-adaa mq go 1rp or dow but 1f"lJl' l 2 j 4 
1nteJ.liceDCo v:Ul. .ta;:r the ..-. 
B, !au caD be ..,... :lnt.uicent in the tutun. l 2 3 4 
c. SoM paoplo .... ~ i.nt.~ent .. children, l 2 3 4 
but th"1 can .nd. 1rp be1.nc average ee adults, 
D, !au can start ov.t TV'T i.nt.~ent but l 2 3 4 
looa - o! it .. ,..,. arov ""'' 
E, It ,..,. start ov.t aa an i.nt.~ent kid, ,..,. 1 2 3 4 
are prett;y II1Ch that wq !or lite, straD&lT strongl;y 
disagree asrr F. Intel.J.4enco 1a ~ that can usuaJ.l;y l 2 3 
1ncre:ue. 
a. y..,.. i.nt.~enc· O<Nld become lese &I ,..,.. 1 2 3 4 
crow""'' 
H, Intell.i;!ent k1da alaost ~ grav 1rp to ba 1 2 3 4 
i.nt.eJ.licent adults. 
I, How ~ent ,..,. are stqs prett;y IIIWlh the 
-· wether or nat ;rou are leaminr uav thine•• 
1 2 3 4 
J, You can be ..,... i.nt..:lJ.i&mt. in the .t'lltun 1 2 3 4 
than T"" are """• straD&lT strongl;y disagree 
"'4 K, You can't be .,... that ;rou v:Ul. stq aa 1 2 3 
i.nt.el.l.icent .. ;you. uecl to ba, 
L. It there 1a • <!r<lp in 1f"lJl' gradea. it qht be 
that 7"" .... ~ leel i.nt.~ent. 
l 2 j 4 
M, !Oil em •t reall;y l.Dae azrr 1.nt.eJl.i;!ellDo1 1 2 3 4 
;you. just ~ nat be let tal it shav • 
ll, !Oil em est II1Ch ,...... 1.nt.ol.lijent than ;you. l 2 3 4 
are DOW, straD&lT straD&lT 
disagree asrr o, It - 1an •t TV'T i.nt.elJ.iient nov, th"1 can l 2 3 
be IIIWlh ..,... 1.nt.oll1cmt. wen tho;y are elder. 
P • !Oil coal4 vako "'P one c1q az>d tiJid out that T"" l 2 j 4 
just aren't lood at ..... th:ini• 8ZJ/f IIIOl'e. 
Q, y..,.. tzoue i.nt..:lJ.i&ence will not challge, no 
matter hav little or h011 much T"" stud;y, 
l 2 3 4 
Measure 4. Goal Choice Measure 
Measure u. 
We woul<i l..l.lal to return 1:1 the !all and. test. some or the stu<ienta 
1:1 T<1UZ sra4e• The test. probleu woul<i be ot high school level material, 
We will be testing !our groups or students. Each group will be 
teste<i on clitt erent k1nda or probleu. We 1IOUld need. abollt 50 students 
1:1- group. 
It ~ ....... chosen to participate' vh1ch ld.n<i or probluul 1IOUld 70U 
be ~ i:lterest.e<i 1:1 <ioing? (plsue check 2!!! or the !oJ.lovini) 
-
Problala thet aren't too hard, so I <ion't gst.- wrong. 
Problsa thet I '11 learn •CIIII8thilli .rroa, """" i! thBT are 
so hard thet 1'11sst. a lot wrong, 
ProbliiiS thet are rairl.Jr eas"f, so I 111 <io well, 
ProbliiiS thet are hard enough to show thet 1'• saart. 
Thank ;rou tor taking the Ume to an.,..r these C!U•stionna:!ns. 
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Tab 11 1 
Mean re1ponsa en measures: by sex 
Feule 
( N=74l (N=671 
!! E 
Test Co111fcrt Index 3.014 3.940 9.951 1/135 <.005 
Controllability of 5.838 5.687 .384 1/135 n.s. 
intelligence 
Vari abi I i ty of intelligence 
increase 3. 115 3.154 .313 1/135 n. s. 
stable 2.So3 2.b13 .907 1/135 n. s. 
decrease 2.855 2.919 3.621 1/138 <.10 
Idea I uth credits 3.987 5.582 10.360 1/138 {,005 
Future intelligence 7.534 7.5'17 .087 1/138 n. s. 
in math 
Clan rank b9.9!9 84.652 3.899 1/138 =.05 
Tab II 2 
Mean respon11 on 1111sure11 sex by track 
Advanced 
hule 
!n•12l 
Test Co•f or t lndu 3.357 4.750 
Controllability of 4.643 5.083 
inhllillence 
Variability of intelligenct 
increase 2.800 3.067 
stab 1 e 2.655 2.514 
decrease 2.286 2.550 
Ideal math credits 4.357 b.OO 
Future int11lligence a. 571 8.583 
in uth 
Clan rank 29.357 39.667 
* indicates significant difference by track 
f,g£, and 2 values are reported In Table 3. 
sc. 
Regular 
female 
ln=60) ln=55l 
2.933 3.764 f 
6.117 5.818 f 
3.183 3.778 f 
2.542 3.139 
2.703 3.975 
3.900 5.491 
7.288 7.382 * 
79.383 94.648 f 
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Tab It 3 
~un ruponu on unurn: sex by track 
Si;nificanct ltvtls 
F df p 
Test Co11fort Index track 2.859 1/135 <. 10 
sex x track .351 1f135 n.s. 
Controllability of track 4.601 1/135 <.OS 
!nttll!gence sex X track .247 1/135 n.s. 
Variability of intelligence. 
incruse track 3.800 1/135 <. 10 
sex x track .848 1/135 n. s. 
stable track .125 1/135 n. s . 
sex X track • 855 1/135 n.s. 
decrease track 1.166 1/135 n.s. 
sex x track .356 1/135 n.s. 
Ideal math credits track • 478 1/138 n.s. 
sex x track .005 1/138 n.s. 
Future intelligence track 7.960 1/138 <.05 
in math SIX X track .021 1/138 n.s. 
Clan Rank track 32.130 1/138 =.001 
SIN X track • 102 1/138 n.s • 
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T&b It 4 
Rank based on sex-by-track analysis 
Advanced-track Regular-track 
Female Female 
ln•14l ln•12l ln•60l ln=55l 
Tnt Co111fort Index 3 1 4 2 
Controllability of 4 3 1 2 
inhlligenct 
Variability of intelligence 
increase 4 3 2 1 
stable 2 4 3 1 
decrease 4 3 2 1 
Ideal uth credits 3 1 4 2 
Future intelligence 2 1 4 3 
in uth 
Clas rank 1 2 3 4 
Table :5 
"''" rtspanse of advanced-track students an Measures: 
Sex by future inttlligenct in aath 
Fuale Male 
inc. stable deer, inc. stable 
tN=5l tN=4l tN=4l tN=5l tN=2l 
Tnt Cca~fcrt Index 3.8 3.0 2. 7:5 5.2 5.0 
<range • 0-7l 
Controllability of s.o 3.7:5 5.25 6.6 3.5 
inhll !genet 
<rangt • o-ol 
Variability of intelligence 
tranga • 0-4) 
increase 2.96 2.6 2.65 3.2 2.6 
shble 2.42 2.1>7 2.93 2.34 3.0 
dttcrease 2.52 I.B 2.45 2. 72 1.9 
Ideal IIIith credits 1>.2 3.25 3.25 7.0 e.o 
Future intelligence '1.4 s.s 7.5 a. a 8.5 
1n uth 
Clan rank 33.8 25.!5 26.0 31>.2 54.0 
• 
** 
indicates significant difference by sex 
indicates significant difference by future intelligence 
E, H• and 11. values art reported in Table 6. 
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deer, 
tN=5l 
4.2 • 
4.2 
3. 12 
2.52 
2.64 
** 
4.8 
** 
8.4 .. 
37.4 
Tlb It 6 
~ean response of advanced-track students on measures: 
sex by future inttlligenct in •ath 
Significance ltvels 
F df 
Tnt Co•f or t Index IIX ~.146 1/23 
future .921 2/23 
sex x future .0~9 2123 
Controllability of SIX .001 1/23 
intelligtnct future • 564 2/23 
sex x future .561 2123 
Variability of intelligence 
increase tii!X .467 1/23 
future .283 2/23 
sex x future • 245 2123 
stable sex • 117 1/23 
futurt .683 2/23 
sex x hturt ,984 2123 
decruu sex .478 1/23 
futurt 2.886 2/23 
sex x futurt ,039 2/23 
ldul uth credits sex 2. ~44 1/24 
future 1.801 2/24 
sex x futurt 1.318 2/24 
Future I nhll 1 genet IIX • 08 I 1/24 
In uth future ~. 669 2/24 
IIX x future 2. 604 2/24 
Clan rank SIX .627 1/24 
futurt ,041 2/24 
nx x futurt • 234 2/24 
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p 
<.o~ 
n. s. 
n.s. 
n. s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s . 
n.s. 
n. s. 
n.s. 
n. s. 
n.s. 
<.I 0 
n.s. 
n .s. 
(,10 
n.s. 
n.s. 
<.05 
•• 10 
n. s. 
n. s. 
n.s • 
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Tab It 7 
Rank ~f advanced-track students based an sex by future intelligence 
in uth 
Female 
!N=Sl !N=2l !N=5l 
Tnt Camf or t Index 4 5 6 2 3 
Controllability of 2 5 3 1 6 4 
intelliqence 
Variability of intelligence 
increase 3 5.5 4 1 5.5 2 
stable 5 3 2 6 1 4 
decrease 3 6 4 1 5 2 
Ideal math credits 3 5.5 5.5 2 1 4 
Future intelligence 1 3.5 6 2 3.5 5 
in uth 
Clus rank 3 1.5 1.5 4 5 
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Tolblt B 
ldtal aath credits II a proportion of the 1ean Ideal subject areas 
tfro• ~euurt Al 
Feu It 
stable stable 
1,798 ,853 .73 1.540 I. 6 1.248 
Note. [20 creditl I uan ideal subjects = expected uan for each subject 
uea; (ideal uth credits! I (expected uanl = ideal eath credits 
as a percentage of the expected •eanl 
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hble 9 
Mean responit of advanced-track 1tudents on measures: 
Sex by f~£ture intelligence in English 
Fualt Male 
incr. stab. deer. incr. stab. deer. 
<n•7l (na3) <n=4l (n=5l <n=ll <n=6l 
Test Coafort Index 3.86 3.33 2.5 5.8 7.0 3.5 • t+ 
<range • 0-71 
Controll.tbility of ~.43 5.0 3.0 4.8 o.oo 6.17 • intelligence 
<range • 0-bl 
Variability of intelligence 
<range • 0-4) 
increase 2.91 2.87 2.35 3.16 1. 2 3.3 • 
shble 2.45 2.94 2. 79 2.53 3.83 2.28 
decreasing 2.49 1.93 2.2 2.6 1.0 2.76 ** • 
Ideal English cr11di ts 3.8b 4.0 3.75 0.6 4.0 3.83 * • 
Ideal uth credits ~.14 3.0 4.0 7.6 b.O 5.17 
Future in tell i genet B.Z9 8.33 e.s 7.8 6.0 7. 17 t 
in English 
Clan rank 24.57 31.0 3b.S 12.4 52.0 60.3 ** 
* Indicates significant difference by SIX 
** indic11tn significant di fferentl! by 
future intelligence 
• indicates significant difference by ux x future 
interachon 
E. gf., and I! valul!!l are reported in Table 10. 
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Tlblt 10 
Mean response of advanced-track students on aeasures: 
Sex by future intelligence in English 
Significance levels 
F df p 
Test Comfort Index sex 10.517 1124 <. 0 I 
future 6.159 2/24 <. 0 I 
sex X future I. 018 2/24 n.s. 
Controllability of sex • 029 1/24 n. s. 
intelligence future .058 2/24 n. s. 
sex X future 4.172 2/24 <.OS 
Variability of intelligence 
increase sex • 967 1/24 n.s . 
future • 454 2/24 n.s. 
sex X future 5. 511 2/24 <.05 
stab Itt sex • 043 1/24 n.s. 
future 1.701 2/24 n.s. 
sex X future 2.423 2/24 n.s. 
decrease 5tx .615 1/24 n. s. 
future 3.147 2/24 <.I 0 
sex X future 2.915 2/24 {. 10 
I deal English credits sex 5. 125 1125 <.OS 
future 2.583 2/25 n.s. 
sex X future 3.002 2125 <. 10 
I deal uth credits sex 2.870 1/25 n.s. 
future 2.038 2/25 n.s. 
sex X future .389 2/25 n.s. 
Future intelligence IU 7. 135 1125 <.05 
in English future • 425 2/25 n.s • 
SeM X future 1.258 2/25 n. s. 
Clan rank IIX • 257 1125 n.s . 
future 2.729 2/ZS (.10 
futurt 1.053 2125 n.s. sex X 
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Tab It II 
Rink of advanced-track students based on sex by future intelligence 
In EnQlish 
Female 
CN•7l CN•3l (N•4l tN=5l !N=Il (N=bl 
Test Co11fort Index 3 5 b 2 4 
Controllability of 2 3 5 4 b I 
intelligence 
Variability of intelligence 
increase 3 4 5 I 6 2 
stable 5 2 3 4 1 6 
decrease 3 5 4 2 6 ' • 
I deal English credits 3 1.5 5 6 1. 5 4 
Idea 1 math credits 4 6 5 1 2 3 
Future intelligenct 
in English 
Clan rank 2 3 4 5 b 
6 
5 
4 
2 
ff-1 l'r-1 
subgroups of advanced-track students 
maximum possible: 6.0 subject areas 
miniaum possible: 4.0 subject areas 
Figure I. Ideal number of subject areas. 
~ = female ~ = sale 
+ = increasing 
(-1 = stable 
"' = decreasing 
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